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Introduction: Aging can be defined like a progressive and irreversible natural process. Chronic smoking shows the health care absence, 47% male smoking and 12% female smoking. Cigarette contains more than 4000 substances, in which 50 can develop neoplasm and many varied comorbidities like pituitary, thyroid, adrenal and gonadotrophic mismatch. It also affects calcium ...
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Many different factors that are extremely variable for each individual affect the survival of lung cancer patients. Prognosis in lung cancer depends upon tumor type, patient immunity and treatment modalities. The objective of our study was to determine the influence of clinical manifestations including the patient symptoms, laboratory findings, imaging modalities and ...

Mini Review
Medical Science uses the medicines and probiotics for the respiratory diseases. For example for the current novel Corona virus infection management medicines, masks, gloves, goggles, regular hand cleaning and social distancing are being used across the world to prevent and control the spread of respiratory droplet infection. Covid 19 is severe acute respiratory corona...